Temple University – Of the Commonwealth System of Higher Education  
Economic Opportunity Plan  
for  
Science Education and  
Research Building

I. Project and Plan Introduction and Definitions  
A. The project consists of a new building (the “Project”) for TEMPLE UNIVERSITY – OF THE COMMONWEALTH SYSTEM OF HIGHER EDUCATION (the “Owner”) on parcels of ground bounded by 11th Street, Berks Street, 12th Street, and Norris Street.  

This Project will construct a new, 280,000 gross square foot building to be used as a Science Education and Research Building. The Building will house classrooms, high-tech wet and dry labs, lecture halls and collaboration space.  

This Project is subject to Chapter 17-1600 of The Philadelphia Code which requires the development and implementation of “Economic Opportunity Plan(s)” for certain classes of contracts and covered projects as defined in Section 17-1601. This Economic Opportunity Plan (the “Plan”) memorializes the University’s commitment to make and to cause its contractors to make best and good faith efforts to provide meaningful and representative opportunities for Minority Business Enterprises (“MBE”), Woman Business Enterprises (“WBE”) and Disabled Business Enterprises (“DSBE”) (collectively, “M/W/DSBEs”) and to employ an appropriately diverse building trades workforce in connection with the Project.  

The University shall cause all its professional services providers and consultants, and the construction manager retained by the University to construct the Project, and all vendors of supplies, services, equipment and materials for the Project (collectively, the "Participants" and each a "Participant") to use their best and good faith efforts, to provide either joint venture partnerships, sub-consulting and/or sub-contracting opportunities for M/W/DSBEs in all phases of the Project and the University will require that all Participants commit to the foregoing. This Plan shall apply to contracts awarded by the University and sub-contracts awarded by its Participants. The objectives set forth in the Plan shall be incorporated in requests for proposals, bid packages and solicitations for the Projects and communicated to Participants.  

B. Neither the University nor any Participant shall discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, sexual orientation, gender identity, ancestry, age, or handicap in the award and performance of contracts pertaining to the Project or with respect to any and all related employment practices. The University is committed to achieving and maintaining diversity goals established within this Economic Opportunity Plan.
C. For the purposes of this Plan, MBE, WBE and DSBE shall refer to businesses so recognized by the City of Philadelphia by its Office of Economic Opportunity ("OEO") which include businesses certified by the Pennsylvania Unified Certification Program and the Department of General Services. For this Plan, the term "Best and Good Faith Efforts" means: efforts, the scope, intensity and appropriateness of which are designed and performed to achieve meaningful business opportunities for M/W/DSBEs and building trades employment opportunities for journeyperson and apprentice minorities and females. The following are examples of Best and Good Faith Efforts:

- Participant seeks assistance from the Philadelphia area building trades, preapprenticeship and workforce development programs to conduct employment outreach and identify minority and female tradespeople for work on the Project.
- Participant maintains a published policy of nondiscrimination in the hiring, retention and promotion of employees which includes communication of that policy to all contractor(s) and their project forepersons.
- Participant makes commitments to use MBEs, WBEs and DSBEs in its contract for commercially acceptable subcontracted services and material supply even when the Participant might otherwise prefer to perform/supply these items without subcontracting.
- Timely solicitation through all reasonable and available means the interest of M/W/DSBEs that have the capability to perform the work of the contract. Such efforts include use of the OEO Registry of Certified Firms, solicitation through pre-bid meetings and job fairs, advertising in minority focused publications, and written mailings to M/W/DSBEs. Participant must determine with certainty if the M/W/DSBEs are interested by taking appropriate steps to follow up on initial solicitations; one time contact, without any follow up, is not acceptable.
- Providing interested M/WDSBEs adequate information about the plans, specifications, and requirements of the contract in a timely manner to assist them in responding to a solicitation.
- Providing arms length business assistance to interested M/W/DSBEs which may include access or introduction to major manufacturer/suppliers, lending institutions and union halls.
- Negotiating in good faith with interested M/W/DSBEs. Participant, using good business judgment, would consider a number of factors in negotiating with subcontractors, including M/W/DSBE subcontractors, and would take a firm's price and capabilities as well as the objectives of Chapter 17-1600 into consideration.

II. Economic Opportunity Plan Commitments

A. M/W/DSBE Participation

1. Participation Ranges

Participation ranges have been established as a benchmark for providing meaningful and representative opportunities for M/W/DSBEs in this Project. These participation ranges represent, in the absence of discrimination in the solicitation and selection of M/W/DSBEs, the percentage of MBE, WBE and DSBE participation that the University expects is reasonably attainable on this Project through the exercise of Participants' best and good faith efforts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design, Engineering</th>
<th>MBE</th>
<th>WBE</th>
<th>DSBE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2
and Construction | 25-30% | 10-15% | Encouraged

a. Documentation of Best and Good Faith Efforts

Participants shall respond to the Participation Ranges by completing the *Documentation of Best and Good Faith Efforts Form* ("BGFE Form"), documenting its solicitations and commitments with M/W/DSBEs, and detailing its exercise of best and good faith efforts to include M/W/DSBEs in the contract.

(1) The BGFE Form must include the company name, address, contact person, telephone number, facsimile number and OEO registry number of each M/W/DSBE firm solicited for participation under this RFP (regardless of the response by the firm), a detailed description of the services or the supply effort solicited/quoted and the dollar amount and percentage of contract commitments made to M/W/DSBE firms. Participant must avoid using one-word descriptions of the services or supply effort and is required to submit copies of the supporting quotation(s) or letter(s) of intent. If no commitments are made, or if quotes were not received from M/W/DSBE firms solicited by the Participant, Participant must provide an explanation. Only firms that are recognized by OEO as certified M/W/DSBEs will receive credit as a Best and Good Faith Effort. A registry of M/W/DSBEs is maintained by the OEO and is available online at [www.phila.gov/oeo/directory](http://www.phila.gov/oeo/directory).

(2) Participants’ identified commitment to use an M/W/DSBE on the BGFE Form constitutes a representation by Participant that the M/W/DSBE is capable of completing the subcontract with its own workforce, and that the Participant has made a legally binding commitment with the firm. The listing of the M/W/DSBE firm by Participant further represents that Participant will subcontract (or partner, in the case of a joint venture) with the listed firm(s) for the work or supply effort described and the dollar/percentage amount(s) set forth on the BGFE Form; M/W/DSBE percentage commitments must be maintained throughout the duration of the Project.

(3) A Participant that enters into a subcontract with an M/W/DSBE shall be considered to have made a Best and Good Faith Effort only if the M/W/DSBE subcontractor performs a commercially acceptable function ("CAF"). An M/W/DSBE is considered to perform a CAF when it engages in meaningful work or supply effort that provides for a distinct element of the subcontract, where the distinct element is worthy of the dollar amount of the subcontract and where the M/W/DSBE carries out its responsibilities by actually performing, managing and supervising the work involved.

(4) In calculating the percentage of M/W/DSBE participation, Participant shall apply the standard mathematical rules in rounding off numbers. In the event of inconsistency between the dollar and percentage amounts listed on the BGFE Form, the percentage will govern.

(5) Letters of intent, quotations and any other accompanying documents regarding solicitation and commitments with MBEs, WBEs and DSBEs, including the BGFE Form, become part of this Plan. M/W/DSBE percentage commitments are to be maintained
throughout the duration of the Project and shall apply to the total Project value (including change orders and contract amendments). Participant agrees to immediately report to the OEO any change in commitment, including but not limited to substitutions for the listed firms, changes or reductions in the work and/or listed dollar/percentage amounts. Throughout the duration of the Project, Participant is required to continue its best and good faith efforts.

B. Employment of a Diverse Workforce

1. Employment Benchmarks and Outreach
Participants agree to exhaust their best and good faith efforts to employ minority persons and females in its workforce of both apprentices and journeymen which shall include Project area residents ("Project area residents"). Project Area residents are permanent residents of the following postal zip codes: 19121, 19122, 19123, 19125, 19130, 19132, 19133, and 19140. As evidence of its Best and Good Faith Efforts, Participants shall establish and maintain a current list of minority and female recruitment sources and provide written notification to these recruitment sources, to community organizations and the trades unions when Participant has employment opportunities available; Participant shall maintain a record of the organizations' responses. Participant agrees to consult with the Diversity Apprenticeship Program, Careerlink Philadelphia, Opportunity Industrial Center, Greater Philadelphia Urban Affairs Coalition, Lucien Blackwell Apprenticeship Program and similar programs to identify pre-apprentices for Participants' referral to trades unions. Participants are encouraged to sponsor minority and female apprentices. Participants also agree to work with representatives of trades unions to create apprenticeship opportunities for Project area residents. Participants are obligated to exhaust their Best and Good Faith Efforts to employ:

   Minority Apprentices and Journeymen—32% of all hours worked across all trades
   Female Apprentices and Journeypersons—7% of all hours worked across all trades

2. Training
If Participant operates on-the-job training programs and/or participates/funds union administered training programs, Participant is required to expressly include opportunities for minority persons, females and Philadelphia residents to participate in such programs, including apprenticeship and trainee programs relevant to Participant's employment needs.

III. Evaluation of Responsiveness and Responsibility

A. Evaluation and Determination

1. The City, acting through its OEO, will evaluate Participants' Best and Good Faith Efforts on the basis of Participants' BGFE Form(s) and any other information requested from Participants by the OEO.
2. If the OEO determines that the Participant has not made sufficient Best and Good Faith Efforts, the OEO will offer assistance to Participant to improve its overall efforts towards achieving the M/W/DSBE participation benchmark. The OEO will also refer the Participant to the Oversight Committee.

IV. Compliance and Monitoring of Best and Good Faith Efforts
A. Participants agree to engage in specific monitoring steps to ensure compliance with this Plan. Participants agree to maintain the following contract documentation for the duration of the Project and for a period of three (3) years thereafter:

- Copies of signed contracts and purchase orders with M/W/DSBE subcontractors;
- Evidence of payments (cancelled checks, invoices, etc.) to subcontractors and suppliers to verify participation;
- Telephone logs and correspondence relating to M/W/DSBE commitments.
- Certified payrolls indicating, race, gender, zip code and employment status (i.e., journeyman or apprentice) and hours/dates worked for each worker employed on the project.

B. Participants shall submit, on a quarterly basis for the duration of the Project and in a form acceptable to the OEO, reports which document the utilization and actual payments to committed M/W/DSBEs and hourly employment of Project area resident minority persons and females in connection with this Project (“Quarterly Reports”).

C. Prompt Payment of M/W/DSBEs
   1. Participants shall pay its M/W/DSBEs within five (5) business days after acceptance of work or materials from an M/W/DSBE.
   2. The Quarterly Reports shall reconcile actual dollar amounts paid to M/W/DSBEs with M/W/DSBE commitments presented in the BGFE Form.

D. Oversight Committee
   1. The University, in consultation with the appropriate agencies and entities, will establish and identify the members of a Project Oversight Committee, including representatives from the Owner, the Construction Manager, Minority Business Enterprise Council, City Council, community organizations and the Building Trades. Participants will engage in monitoring, reporting and problem solving activities which are to include regular meetings to address all matters relevant to further development of the Plan, carrying out its implementation and the successful completion of the Project.

V. Remedies and Penalties for Non-Compliance
   A. Participants shall include in all contracts related to this Project, provisions for enforcement of the Plan requirements and contractual commitments with M/W/DSBEs including, but not limited to, prompt payment of M/W/DSBEs and suspension of payments and cancellation of any contracts for non-compliance.
   B. It is agreed and understood that in the event City Council determines that there are reasonable grounds to believe that a Participant has failed to comply with the provisions of Chapter 17-1600 of The Philadelphia Code, and that if such failure is established, Council will adopt and forward a Resolution recommending debarment of the Participant to the City’s Finance Director who shall be obligated to provide Participant with appropriate notice and opportunity for hearing; the Finance Director will make a final determination as to whether there has been a violation of Chapter 17-1600 and whether debarment, as prescribed by Section 17-1606(2)(c) should be imposed.
C. In addition to debarment, the Project Oversight Committee may recommend the following remedies for non-compliance with Chapter 17-1600, which shall be exercised through appropriate channels:
   a. Termination of a Participant’s contract, in whole or in part.
   b. Withholding payment(s) or any part thereof under a Participant’s contract pending corrective action.
   c. Suspension of a Participant from proposing and/or participating in any future City contracts for a period of up to three (3) years.
   d. Recover as liquidated damages, one percent of the total dollar value of Participant’s contract for each one percent (or fraction thereof) of the M/W/DSBE commitment shortfall.

[Signature]
Kenneth E. Lawrence, Jr.
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